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SIGNIFICANT FIGURES
N

UMERICAL DATA that are usedto record
Temperature
Specimen
(OCx 103)
observationsor solveproblemsare seldomexact.
The numbersare generallyrounded off and, conse1.4
2.0
quently, are estimatesof sometrue value, and the
1.8
mathematicaloperationsor assumptionsinvolved in
1.2
the calculationscommonlyare approximations.In
numerical computations,no more than the necessary
number of digits shouldbe used;to report results
with too many or too few digits may be misleading.
ROUNDING OFF NUMBERS
To avoid surplus digits, numbersshouldbe rounded
A consistentprocedureshouldbe followed in roundoff at the point where the figures ceaseto have real
ing
off numbersto n significant figures. All digits to
meaning.Conversely,the number of significant figthe
right of the nth digit shouldbe discarded,as illusures may be unnecessarilyreducedby choosingthe
trated
in the following six examplesof roundednumless meaningfulof severalpossiblemethodsof calculabers,
each
of which has only three significant figures:
tion. Careful consideration,therefore, shouldbe given
to the significant digits and arithmetic involved in
Example
Original number
Rounded number
eachmeasurement.
--The number of significant figures resulting from
0.329
0.32891
47,500
47,543
any calculationinvolving simple arithmetic operations
11.6
11.65
on measuredquantities should not exceedthe number
22.8
22.75
18.0
18.05
of significant figures of the least precise number
18.1
18.051
entering into the calculation.In the calculationitself,
one more significant figure may be retained in the
If the first of the discardeddigits is greater than 5,
more precisenumbers than exist in the least precise
add 1 to the nth digit (example1). If the first of the
number.
discardeddigits is less than 5, leave the nth digit
The digits 1 through 9 are always significant,
unchanged(example2). If the first of the discarded
regardlessof their position in a number. The digit
digits is 5 and all the following digits are zero, round
0 is significant when it is betweenother significant
off to the nearesteven number(examples3-5). If the
digits but not when it is at the right or left of the
5
is followed by any of the digits 1 through 9, add 1
number that locatesthe decimalpoint, becausethat
location may be changedby changingdimensions-for to the nth digit (example6).
If the difference betweensuccessivenumbersis
example,grams to milligrams. At the right of a nummore
important than the total or average,it may be
ber, 0 is significant if it indicatesactual precision,but
desirable
to round consistentlyin one direction all
not if it is used only to completea roundednumber.
numbers
in
which the first dropped digit is followed
For example,the number 0.0046has only two signifiby
zeros
only,
instead of rounding to the nearest even
cant figures, but 4,103has four significant figures. In
a number suchas 53,200we do not know the number number.
In presentingnumericaldata, give only those digits
of significant figures unlesswe know whether the
that
conveyactualinformation. The last digit should
zeros at the end were actually determinedexperimenrepresent
the uncertainty in the data. Unless stated
tally. To removethis ambiguity the number may be
otherwise,
it is generallyassumedthat the last signifiwritten as 5.3200x 104if the zerosare significant,
cant
figure
is uncertain by one unit. To illustrate, if
and 5.32x 104if they are not. Use of five significant
the
length
of
a drill core is given as 3.12 cm, true
figures indicates that the author knows that the two
length
is
implied
to be 3.12:f:O.O1
and is thus somezeroshave real meaning. Nonsignificantzerosshould
where
between
3.11
and
3.13
cm.
If the uncertainty
never be used at the right of the decimalpart of the
in
the
last
figure
is
appreciably
different
from one
number. In tabulating data, an alternative is to list
only the significant figures and absorbthe superfluous unit, attention canbe called to the uncertainty by
expressingthe measurementat 3.12:f:O.O3
cm.
zeros in the generalheading,as follows:~
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Significant figures

Specialproblemsarise in convertingEnglish-to-metric
or metric-to-Englishunits. Theseproblemscanbe
avoidedif (1)the precisionof the original measurement
is stated and (2) the author adheresstrictly to the concept of significant figures. Most readers will assume
that the first-listed numberrepresentsthe systemused
for the actual measurement;hencethey should not be
confusedby reconvertingthe second-listednumber.
Thus, the measurement"500 ft (152m)" implies a
precisionof "500:f:1 ft," not the "500:f:3 ft" that
would result from convertingthe 152 m back to feet.
(The Survey no longer encouragesdual measurements
in its formal reports.)

120.63
8.14
980.3
1,401.00
2,510.07

and the result is roundedto 2,510.1, or to five significant figures. Note that only one decimalplace is
retained in the sumand that the number of significant figures in the sumis less than the number of
significantfigures in two of the original numbers.The
procedureof rounding off appliesto measurements
but not to whole numbers that are correct to the last
digit. If the whole numbersin the examplegiven
aboveappliedto individual personsor digits and repABSOLUTE AN D RELATIVE ERRORS
resentedcounts that were correct to the last digit,
The absoluteerror of a numberor measurementgen- they would be shownas:
erally is defined as the numericaldifference between
the true value and the approximatevalue as given by
120
the number or measurement.The relative error can
8
be defined as the absoluteerror divided by the true
980
value of the quantity. The true index of a measurement is expressedby the relative error, which in turn
2,509
is indicated by the number of significant figures required to expressthe measurement.For this reason,
and the total would not be roundedoff.
the number of significant figures is vitally important
If small numbersare addedto (or subtractedfrom)
in reporting measuredor computedquantities.
large numbersof limited accuracy,the total should
The following example! illustrates the difference
retain no more significant figures than are justified
betweenabsoluteand relative errors: Assumethat the by the accuracyof the larger numbers.For example,
length of a careftllly prepared core of rock 2 inches
in adding356,000(goodto only three figures) and
long has beenmeasuredto the nearest thousandthof
1,420(goodalso to three figures), the sumis 357,000,
an inch and that a mile of railroad track has been
not 357,420.The figures that are droppedare within
measuredto the nearestfoot. The absoluteerrors are the limits of error of the larger numberand are
0.0005inches for the core and 0.5 ft for the track,
meaninglessin the sum. By the samereasoning,the
whereasthe relative errors are, respectively,
addition of a very large group of numbers of limited
accuracycannotproducea total more accuratethan
0.5 - 1
the respectiveitems. Therefore, if severalhundred oband
jects have beenweighed individually with an accuracy
5,280 10,560
of three figures, the total weight of all the objects
shouldbe rounded off to three significant figures.
The track measurementis relatively better.
In subtraction,the number of significant figures in
the difference may be considerablyreducedif the
ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS
numbersare closeto eachother in numericalvalue.
Suppose0.1189is subtractedfrom 0.1204.The difA simplearithmetic operation, suchas addition or
ferenceis 0.0015,which contains only two significant
multiplication, may affect the number of significant
figures in the result. In addition and subtraction,the
figures.
In the multiplication or division of two or more
placementof the decimalpoint is important in the
approximate
numbers of different accuracies,the
retention of significant figures. The generalrule can
more
accurate
numbersshouldbe rounded off so as
be illustrated thus: Supposeyou want to add the numto
contain
one
more significant figure than the least
bers 120.632,8.14,980.3, and 1,401.0023,eachnumaccurate
number.
In this procedure,the error of the
ber being correct to its last figure. Inasmuchas the
product
is
due
almost
entirely to the error of the least
third numberlisted is correct only to the first decimal
accuratenumber. Therefore, the final result shouldbe
place, it is meaninglessto retain more than two
given to as many significant figures as are contained
decimalplacesin the other numbers.Consequently,
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Arithmetic operations

in the least accuratenumber, and no more. As illustrations, two calculationsmay be given:

Reports on results of chemicalanalysesprovide yet
anotherillustration. Typically the results might be
reported as 1,061.39for S04,880.90 for Na, and
103.24x 0.0081 = 103 x 0.0081 = 0.83
205.62for Cl, all in milligrams per liter (mg/L). Each
and
of these numberscontainsfive or six significant figures,
whereasthe analytical proceduresusedjustified
~~=~
= 25.2.
only
two
or three. Moreover,concentrationsof more
2.23612 2.236
than 1,000 mg/L are customarilyreported to only
In computingwith logarithms, no more decimalsneed three significant figures; for concentrationsbetween
10 and 1,000 mg/L only whole numbersare reported.
be retained in the mantissa of the logarithm than the
number of significant figures in the numericalfactors It follows that the aboveresults shouldbe listed as
1,060,881, and 206 mg/L.
that enter the computation.Thus, log 352.3=2.5469.
Certain other field measurements,someof them
It is sometimeseasierto use logarithms directly from
crude, are improperly reported to a greater number
the tables without rounding off, but the results of
computationshould never be presentedas being more of significantfigures than would be justified by even
the most refined laboratory methods.In these, as well
accurate than the original data.
as in laboratory measurements,care shouldbe taken
to use only as many significant figures as are
MISUSING SIGNIFICANT FIGURES
justified.
Somepublishedstratigraphic measurements!inA result cannotbe more accuratethan the data
dicate unrealistic accuracies.The calculatedthickness
used to obtain it. Thus the number of significant figof a sedimentaryformation of Tertiary age might be
ures of the result cannotbe greater than is justified
given as 14,633ft, but if the top and bottom are as ill
by the least accuratenumber entering into the calcu- defined as most Tertiary units, a more acceptable
lation. Despitethis rule, many publisheddata contain figure would be "about 15,000ft." Calculationsof the
incorrect significant figures.
thicknessof suchrock units basedon measurements
Many estimatesof ore reservesare carried to as
of strike and dip along a measuredtraverse inevitably
many as six significant figures-for example,123,415 contain many uncertainties (exact amountand directons. Sucha numbergives a spuriousimpressionof
tion of dip, magneticdeclination,nature of exposure,
accuracy,if not a suspicionthat the estimator is
and others), which are almostimpossibleto evaluate
incompetent.To seethe fallacy, just considerhow
and which limit the acceptablevalue to a few signifireserve tonnagesare calculated.The estimated
cant figures. Mining geologistshave beenknown to
volume, which is usually determinedfrom drill-hole
pacethe length of an adit but to use a steel tape to
information, is multiplied by the density of the ore.
measurethe last few feet and to record the total
At best, the volume can be determinedaccuratelyto
distancein fractions of a foot. So too have stratigonly three significant figures, and probablyto no
raphers beenknown to measurethe poorly exposed
more than two. The density of the ore may be correct parts of a sectionby hand leveling but to measure
to two significant figures. Consequently,the calculacliff-forming beds by tape and then to construct a coltion of the estimatedtonnage can produceno more
umnar sectionin which someunits, and the total
than two significant figures. The figure in the forethickness,are reported in inches or even in fractions
going exampleshouldbe given as 120,000tons.
of an inch.
Again, the depth to a geologicstructure, as computed from gravity determinations,might be given as
ISTA 7 was in press before the Survey adopted the policy of
13,016ft. If, as is usual, this figure was calculatedon using metric units in all its formal reports.
the assumptionof a density contrast for the ore body
good to only two significant figures, the figure should
be reported as "about 13,000ft."

Misusing significant

figures
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